
AutoEndeavor, Inc.
AutoEndeavor provides all of the essen-
tial ingredients to empower and assist
consumers with the purchase of a new car
or truck. AutoEndeavor manages the
entire process, from helping customers
compare vehicles, to choosing the best
dealer to work with, to negotiating and
closing the deal. AutoEndeavor acts as 
a personal “car coach,” making the
purchase of a new vehicle a quick and
enjoyable experience. AutoEndeavor is
an independent advocate and is not
affiliated with any individual car dealers.

It’s that simple!
Read what past customers have to say:

“AutoEndeavor really helped me focus in on what
features I truly wanted in my new car and helped me
prioritize them so that I could purchase the best car 
for my budget. They also got me more than I expected
for my trade in with their expert negotiation skills.”
— A. Perkins, journalist

“AutoEndeavor, Inc. did all the work for me with my
recent car purchase. I didn't have to talk to the car
dealer at all. Norman found the vehicle I wanted at a
local dealership, set up the test drive and went with me,
giving me feedback the whole way. When it came time 
to buy, he did all the negotiations for me and walked 
me through the financing. The service saved me a lot 
of frustration and money off what I expected to pay 
and didn’t give in to a lower trade-in price.”
— A. Meyer, insurance industry

Want to be
sure you are

getting the
best price
available?

Confused 
by all the 
ad & deal
clutter?

AutoEndeavor 
can help!

AutoEndeavor 
can help!
978-582-9509

www.AutoEndeavor.com
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Call 978-582-9509
www.AutoEndeavor.com

Don’t want to
waste your time

at dealerships
comparing

vehicles?
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AutoEndeavor is an unbiased car
buying and automotive consulting
service designed to empower and
assist the savvy consumer with 
the purchase of a new vehicle.

“What is your time worth?”

Searching for and buying a new vehicle can 
be a frustrating process that takes the average
consumer 15 or more hours of personal time 
to complete. AutoEndeavor offers a solution 
to this hassle — a stress free, “one-stop” 
car shopping experience that can reduce 
your average time spent on buying a new
vehicle to about one hour.

Whether you’re a professional who is always 
on the go, or a busy parent with dozens of
errands to run, you can benefit from
AutoEndeavor’s services.

Think of  i t :

 No wasted t ime
 No poor deals
 No sales  people
 No pressure
 No gimmicks
 No headaches

Call or email your trusted AutoEndeavor
advocate today for a free phone consultation
or to request more information. There is 
no obligation.

Telephone: 978-582-9509
Fax: 978-582-0149
Email: info@autoendeavor.com
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With AutoEndeavor, you’ll get:
★ One stop shopping for any make or 

model automobile 
★ Unbiased advice from an automotive 

professional
★ No sales pressure
★ Friendly guidance and valuable information
★ No negotiating with salespeople or dealers
★ Moderate, little or no interaction in the car 

buying or leasing process. You determine 
your comfort level.

You’ll enjoy a pleasant 
automobile buying experience

Do you want to save money,
time and stress?

Do you want an enjoyable
car buying experience?

“Curious, but not sure if you’re 
ready to buy?”

AutoEndeavor can help you determine 
whether your current car’s costly maintenance,
car payments or safety related issues warrant
purchasing a new vehicle.

AutoEndeavor will:

✔ Consult with you 
on all automobile 
purchasing 
related concerns

✔ Determine your 
current vehicle’s 
true trade-in value

✔ Help you find the 
best automobile 
based on your needs 
and budget

“Ready to buy now?”
Want the best price possible? Does “0%
financing,” “manufacturer’s cash back” or
“more for your trade-in” sound too good 
to be true? Puzzled about MSRP, factory
invoice, holdbacks or buying vs. leasing?
Feel like you need an interpreter to cut
through all the lingo?

AutoEndeavor will:

✔ Help you 
understand 
often confusing 
dealer language 
and wording

✔ Locate the 
automobile you want 
locally or within a 
specified distance

✔ Accompany you on 
test drives and provide 
unbiased critical feedback 

✔ Act as “your” trusted car 
broker to negotiate the 
best possible vehicle price

Call 978-582-9509
www.AutoEndeavor.com
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